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Abstract: The United States strives to develop cutting edge technology and minimize deficiencies. Because of GPS’s
limitations, the Department of Defense is working with the Department of Energy to develop independent geolocation assets.
To meet this need, two search path algorithms were developed to locate the source signal in a simulation. The two methods
used for the algorithms were a gradient search method and an interdisciplinary method based on glider thermalling
techniques. Ground tests showed the viability of the algorithms being able to geolocate the source in a real environment.
Flight tests showed the reality of the entire system working in conjunction to autonomously geolocate the source of a radio
frequency.
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1. Introduction
The United States Air Force and Department of Defense (DOD) pride themselves in developing and implementing
innovative technology in order to be the most advanced military in the world. Currently remote tracking and geolocation
capabilities are reliant on global positioning system (GPS) assets. GPS is a critical technology used for asset location and
navigation, but can be limited by human error, enemy jamming, and environmental obstacles. The DOD, in conjunction with
the Department of Energy (DOE), is investigating nonlinear optimization and a “new combinations of known methods of
asset location and navigation” (AFOSR: Engineering and Complex Systems, 2015). For this reason, the DOD is seeking to
“achieve GPS-quality positioning in situations where GPS by itself is not sufficient” (AFOSR: Engineering and Complex
Systems, 2015). This project creates an asset which can overcome the limitations of GPS to provide an effective alternative.

1.1 Client Background
This research is conducted in partnership with Sandia National Laboratories to use Unmanned Aerial Systems
(UAS) to locate a radio frequency source independent of GPS. Sandia National Laboratories is operated and managed by
Sandia Corporation, a subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, and is a Federally Funded Research and Development
Center (FFRDC). Sandia was originally founded to work on nuclear weapons as part of the Manhattan Project. Sandia
Corporation was officially established in 1949 and headquartered in Albuquerque, New Mexico. As a contractor for
numerous federal, state, and local government groups, Sandia supports U.S. national security through innovative research and
development (About Sandia, n.d.). Over the years Sandia has expanded its mission to include defense systems and
assessments, energy and climate research, international and homeland security, and nuclear security. Sandia conducts
research for the government and, in this case, will be working on providing an alternative to GPS location through an
autonomous UAS.
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